Accessing Perkins IV Postsecondary Data Using EPM 11
http://www.its.mnscu.edu/reportanddataservices/datawarehouse/index.html

1. Go to the website listed above and click on the link titled “EPM 11 Login”. Enter your user name
and EPM password. If you do not have access to the Perkins data (or need a user name/password),
a link to the Operational Data Security Form can be found here:
http://www.its.mnscu.edu/reportanddataservices/operationaldata/index.html
2. In folder list on the left side of the screen, select “Student Carl Perkins”.

3. Two folders will appear on the right side of the screen: “Perkins III Snapshot Data (old way)” or
“Perkins IV Cohort Data”. Select the folder containing the type of data you want to view (cohort or
snapshot data).
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Perkins IV Cohort Data:

Within this folder, you will see folders for each Perkins IV reporting cohort, with the folder names
starting with the years included in the tracking period/cohort timeframe. For example, the folder
“2011-2013 Cohort (Dec 2013 Reporting) FINAL” includes data on students entering in FY
2011 and followed through the end of the 2013 fiscal year, which was used to complete federal
reporting due to OCTAE in December 2013. Folders labeled “PRELIM” at the end of their names
should be considered preliminary data; folder names will be changed to “FINAL” once the data is
frozen for reporting purposes.

There was also documentation added to this folder that provides definitions and data sources for
the fields included in the cohort data. With the transition from COBOL to SQL and the related
changes to data sources/data field names/etc. that came along with that, two documents are posted:
one for cohort 2010-13 and earlier (Perkins IV field names descriptions-OLDER cohorts.pdf) and
one for cohort 2011-13 and later (Perkins IV Data Fields 2011-13 Cohorts Forward.pdf), which is
the one shown in the screen shot above.
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Perkins III Snapshot Data (old way):

Within this folder, there are folders representing each snapshot year. Folders are labeled as
“FINAL” once the data is frozen for that fiscal year; folders labeled “PRELIM” should be
considered preliminary.
The Perkins snapshot data files contain information in the old format used for Perkins III reporting.
The tables include data on all students enrolled in or who received an award during a single fiscal
year, rather than looking at a specific entering cohort of students. These data are not used for
reporting accountability indicators, but are used to determine Pell counts and may be useful in
other continuous improvement efforts. However, please note that the “Status” field in the FY 2012
and earlier snapshot data was calculated per Perkins III definitions (which do not match current
definitions for federal reporting), so these should not be used for reporting.

4. After selecting the appropriate folder/timeframe, the available EPM 11 queries will be listed on the
right hand side of the screen (typically only one query will be listed). Double click on the query
name.

5. On the opening screen click on the “Click to Process” button on the dashboard. You will not have
any data to view unless you process the data.
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6. A filter screen will appear based on college Rc Id. When the filter screen opens, “Custom Values”
is highlighted and you may only see “0000”. Since you likely only have access to student data at
one institution, you should be able to click “Ignore”.

7. If you are in a multi-college consortium and you have access to/want to view data for all colleges
in your consortia, you can process the data for all the Rc Ids in your consortium by using the
“Ignore” button, as above. If you want to view only a single college, you will need to click “Show
Values” and then you will need to select the corresponding Rc Id for that college from the list.
Then click the “OK” button.

8. The CAR Report Info page will appear on the screen. This screen displays overall Perkins status
counts and demographic and special population counts for the students in the cohort who are
considered “Perkins” students (i.e., participants, concentrators or completers).
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9. Reports showing overall results for postsecondary accountability indicators 2P1, 3P1, 5P1 and 5P2
and pivot tables displaying overall and indicator-specific data by various defined categories
(gender, race/ethnicity, CIP Code, special populations) are listed in the “Section” menu on the left
side of the screen. The data elements you can use to further modify the pivot tables are in the
“Elements” menu in the lower left portion of the screen.

10. Also available in the “Section” menu on the left is the “Results” set. Selecting this will display a
table with a row for every student at your college (s) who are in the cohort.

This table can be exported as a .txt (text) or .xlsx (Excel) file for further analysis by choosing
“File”, “Export” and “Section …” in the upper left corner of the screen.
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This opens an “Export Section” screen. In there, choose the folder/location you want to save your
file, change the file name, and select the appropriate “Save as type” from the drop down box. Then
click “Save”.

Additional information to keep in mind when using the Perkins data (cohort or snapshot):


In the cohort data, fields beginning ‘Rpt’ (i.e., ‘reporting’) are used for reporting purposes.
In other words, considering all the information available about the student/student
majors/student awards/etc. within the cohort timeframe, these fields represent the final
categories/groups for counting and reporting on the students included in this cohort.



The “Results” data tables are created to support Perkins accountability reporting, so there
are specific rules and hierarchies applied in terms of the majors/awards/other information
displayed and the order in which it is displayed. Some of these rules/hierarchies for the
cohort data are described in the “Perkins IV Data Fields 2011-13 Cohorts Forward.pdf”
document that can be found in the “Perkins IV Cohort Data” folder. A similar document,
“Perkins Snapshot Data Fields FY2013 Forward.pdf” is available in the Perkins III
Snapshot Data (old way) folder for the snapshot data from FY2013 forward.
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